BETA RULEBOOK

MUSEUM: PICTURA IS SET DURING THE ROARING 20’S, AN AGE OF ELEGANCE AND EXTRAVAGANCE BUT
ALSO OF ART, WITH MUSEUMS DISPLAYING FAMOUS PAINTINGS TO EAGER CROWDS AND INFLUENTIAL
PATRONS. AS THE CURATOR OF A PRESTIGIOUS MUSEUM YOU HAVE BEEN TASKED WITH ASSEMBLING
A COLLECTION OF ARTWORKS THE LIKES OF WHICH THE WORLD HAS NEVER SEEN!

CONTENT
Gaming aids
cards x 8

TOUR DE JEU

BOSCH

Jheronimus

Le joueur choisit 1 action :

RENAISSANCE

1. dÉvelopper son musÉe
Exposer des cartes Peinture

2. organiser une
eXposition temporaire

Choisissez 1 Collection dans
votre Musée que vous scorez
selon sa valeur. Placez l’un de
vos Jetons Exposition sur la case
de votre choix.

STORAGE
MANAGEMENT

1504-08 ; Mixed technique on panel,
163 x 128 cm
Akademie der bildenden Künste, Vienna

Painting cards
x 180
GEORGES

CALAC

x2 x2

Reprendre toutes les cartes
de sa Défausse ( 8 Cartes
Peinture en main)

Trend cards
x 30

OR
Draw 2 cards from
the Art Market.

Favour cards
x 24

+ action libre (OPTIONNELLE)
Jouer 1 carte Faveur et/ou répondre
à la demande d’un Grand Mécène

VALEUR DE COLLECTION
COLLECTION BASÉE SUR UNE PÉRIODE
# CARTES
POINTS DE
VICTOIRE

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 3 5 7 9 12 15 18 22 26 30 35 40 45 51 57 63

# CARTES
POINTS DE
VICTOIRE

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 4 6 8 11 14 18 22 26 31 36 42 48 54 61 68 76

COLLECTION BASÉE SUR UN STYLE

Player’s score
tokens x 4

Exhibition tokens
x 22

Favour tokens
x4

End of Game token x 1

Exhibition board
x1

Draw 1 Painting card
from one of the
International Museums


Patron cards
x 60

1ST PLAYER

3. faire un inventaire

You may take up to
3 Painting cards from
your Discard back
into your Hand.
Last Judgment Triptych
(central panel)

First Player token
x1

Patron board
x1
Central board
x1

3

Museum boards
x4

SETUP
1

Place the Central board in the middle of the table.

12

Take the Exhibition board and place it adjacent to the
Central board.

2

Shuffle the Trend cards and place them face down on
the Central board.

13

Separate the Exhibition tokens into pairs based on their
icon/colour. Then, for each pair, place the token with a
3 point icon on top of the other before placing them both
onto the Exhibition board.

14

 ach player takes a Museum Board of the colour of
E
their choice as well as the Score and Favour tokens of
the same colour.

15

Each player draws 5 Painting cards from any one of the
Art Market decks as well as one Favour card to form
their starting Hand. Your Hand is kept secret from the
other players.

16

 ach player draws 3 Trend cards and chooses one
E
to keep. The others are shuffled back into their deck.
Players place the chosen card face down on its space on
their Museum board.

3

Shuffle the Favour cards and place them face down on
the Central board.

4

 raw a Trend card and place it, face up, on its space
D
next to the deck.

5

 huffle the Painting cards and separate them into one
S
or more decks to form the Art Market. These decks are
then placed face down around the board so that they are
easily accessible to all players.

6

 or each of the four International Museums shown on
F
the Central board, draw a Trend card and place it face
up in the top left-hand corner of that Museum’s area.

7

 or each of the four International Museums shown on
F
the Central board, draw 4 Painting cards. If a card shows
an icon, colour or number present on that Museum’s
Trend card, place it face up in the left-hand column of
that Museum’s area. Otherwise, place it face up in the
right-hand column.

17

 lace each player’s Favour token on the 10 points space
P
on the score track.

18

 raw one player’s score token at random. They are the
D
first player.

Take the End of Game token and place it on the 50 points
space on the score track.

19

 lace the first player’s score token on the 4 points space on
P
the score track. Then, going clockwise around the table,
place the second player’s token on the 3 points space, the
third player’s token on the 2 points space and the fourth
players token on the 1 point space on the score track.

8

9

Place the Patron board adjacent to the Central board.

10

Shuffle the Patron cards and place them on Patron board.

11

 raw 5 Patron cards and place them face up in the
D
available slots on the Patron board.

4

5

10
6

17

19

4

2

11

3

13

8

7
12

1
18

16
15
14

You are ready to play!
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AIM OF THE GAME

THE ART MARKET

The Art Market is comprised of the deck (or
decks if you chose to split the cards into several
piles) of Painting cards that you will be drawing
from at the start of each turn, or any time a card
effect instructs you to do so.

As a curator in a prestigious art Museum, your goal is to
create collections of beautiful paintings in the galleries of
your establishment! Throughout the game, you’ll be drawing
Painting cards of different domains and periods, and
exhibiting them onto your Museum board. The larger the
collection of Paintings of the same type you have, the more
points they’re worth!

PAINTING CARDS & COLLECTIONS

Painting cards are the main component in Museum:
Pictura. The game revolves around acquiring these cards and
exhibiting them in your museum in order to score Prestige
points.

Score points during the game by exchanging your works of
art with international Museums, by exhibiting paintings that
follow the current trends of the art world, and by creating
collections that attract famous Patrons.
You’ll also be able to boost your Museum’s reputation by
hosting Temporary Exhibitions - exclusive, fleeting shows
that will allow visitors access to just one of your collections...
which one will you choose?

DA VINCI
Leonardo

RENAISSANCE

The game continues until a player reaches 50 Prestige
points on the score track. Once final scoring is complete, the
player with the most Prestige points wins!

THE TURN
Mona Lisa (La Giocon
da

Each player’s turn is divided into two phases:
1

The Acquisition phase, during which you’ll be taking
new Painting cards into your Hand.

2

The Action phase, during which you’ll be performing
one of three possible actions.

1503-5
Oil on panel, 77 x 53 cm
Musée du Louvre, Paris

THE ACQUISITION PHASE
At the start of their turn the active player draws 2 Painting
cards from the Art Market and adds them to their Hand.
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)

1

Painter - name and numbered icon

2

Painting Period - name and coloured background

3

Painting Domain Icon

4

Painting title and information

Each painting belongs to a Domain and a Period.

When placing a Painting card into an International Museum,
you must first consult that Museum’s Trend card.

Domains

Mythology

If you place a Painting card with the Domain, Period or Artist
shown on the current Trend card, you gain the number of
Prestige points shown.

History

Religion

Landscape

Still life

TREND CARDS

Portrait

Trend cards represent the types of art that are currently in
highest demand. These cards always show a Domain, Period
and Artist, each with a Prestige Point value of 1, 2 and 3.
These numbers correspond to the Prestige points you will
either gain or lose when trading or exhibiting Painting cards
or the types shown.

Periods

Renaissance

Baroque

Rococo

Romanticism Impressionism

If at least 4 cards with the same Period or Domain are
present (see placing cards below) in your Museum they can
form a Collection. The larger these Collections grow, the more
Prestige points they are worth during Temporary Exhibitions
and at the end of the game.
These cards also have a Painter who, for the sake of
simplicity, are referred to by their number on most elements
in the game. Contrary to Domains and Periods, you won’t be
forming Collections of Painters in your Museum. However
they are a very important element as they are worth a lot of
Prestige points when it comes to Trend and Patron cards.

Each of the International Museums on the Central board
has its own Trend card drawn at random at the start of the
game, showing the Paintings that particular establishment is
interested in acquiring. This card will affect the number of
Prestige points you gain or lose when trading Painting cards
with an International Museum.

The active player must then exchange a Painting card from
their Hand with one from an International Museum on the
Central board.

There is also a Public Trend card on the Central board that
changes at the start of each round, which corresponds to
changing fashions in the art world. This card will allow you
to gain Prestige points each time you exhibit a card of that
type in your Museum.

DELACROIX
Eugène

ROMANTICISM

GAUGUIN

BRUEGEL

Paul

Pieter

IMPRESSIONISM

RENAISSANCE

VERMEER
Jan

Last of all, your Museum has its own Trend card that you
will choose at the start of the game. This card represents your
personal objective: you’ll score additional points at the end of
the game depending on the number of Paintings of the types
shown on the card that are exhibited in your Museum!

BAROQUE

Christ on the Lake
of Gennezaret

CANALETTO
Giovan

54 cm
1841 ; Oil on canvas, 46 xof Art,
Nelson-Atkins Museum
Kansas City

ni Antonio

ROCOCO

The Yellow Christ
1889
Oil on canvas, 92 x 73 cm
Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buﬀalo

Haymaking (July)
1565 ; Oil on panel, 117 x 161 cm
Lobkowicz Collections,
Lobkowicz Palace, Prague

Girl with a Pearl Earring
1665
Oil on canvas, 46,5 x 40 cm
Mauritshuis, The Hague

Arrival of the
Ambassador inFrench
Venice

1740s
Oil on canvas, 181
x 260 cm
The Hermitage, St. Petersbur
g
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When taking a Painting card from an International
Museum, consult its Trend card. If you take a Painting card
with the Domain, Period or Artist shown on the Trend card,
you lose the number of Prestige points shown.

Should a card effect ever cause you to take a Painting card
from an International Museum without placing one in return,
then you do not lose Prestige points from that action unless
specified otherwise. Immediately draw a new Painting to
replace it, placing the card as described in step 7 of the Setup
guide.

If a Painting card corresponds to more than one of the Trend
card’s criteria, you gain or lose the highest value in Prestige points.

Once the active player has exchanged a card with one of
the International Museums, each other player, by order of
turn, may also choose to exchange a card with one of the
International Museums following the same rules.

Example : Kayla chooses to exchange a card with the
International Museum of New York. It has the following
Trend card:

REMINDER

As described in step 7 of the Setup guide, any
Painting cards that correspond to an International
Museum’s Trend card are placed in the left hand
column of that Museum. Any other cards are
placed in the right-hand column. An International
Museum can never have more, or less, than
4 Painting cards available.

She places Fragonard’s “The Bolt” from her Hand, into the
international Museum.
This card shares 2 criteria with the Trend card: it’s Artist
(number) and Domain (Icon). She will gain 3 Prestige points
for the Artist as it is the highest value.

THE ACTION PHASE

In exchange, Kayla takes Michelangelo’s “Creation of Adam”

Once all players have had the opportunity to trade with the
International Museums, you may then proceed to the Action
phase. Choose one of the following actions:

This card shares one criteria with the Trend card: It’s Period
(colour). Therefore, she’ll lose 1 Prestige point.
HOGARTH

MANET

ROCOCO

IMPRESSIONISM

William

A Scene from the Beggar’s Opera
1728-29
Oil on canvas, 51 x 61
National Gallery of Art, Washington

1

I mprove your Museum by exhibiting Painting cards and
forming Collections.

2

 pen a Temporary Exhibition in order to score one of
O
your Collections.

3

 erform an Inventory in order to take Painting cards
P
back from your Discard.

Edouard

IMPROVING YOUR MUSEUM

The Fife-Player

1866
Oil on canvas, 160 x 98 cm
Musée d’Orsay, Paris

It’s time to fill your Galleries!
To exhibit a Painting card into your Museum, you must first
pay for it by discarding a Painting card from your Hand.

In total, Kayla has gained 2 Prestige points from this
exchange.
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Discard pile
Your Discard is like your Museum’s warehouse: artworks
placed there are not currently being exhibited in your
Museum, but can be removed from storage by performing an
Inventory.
TOULOUSELAUTREC
Henry de

Discarded cards are placed next to your Museum board.
They should be easily visible to all players and staggered so
that each card’s header is visible, allowing other players to
identify the Artists, Domains and Periods of the Paintings
you have there.

IMPRESSIONISM

Ambassadeurs: Aristide
Bruant
1892
Gouache on cardboard
, 141 x 95 cm
Private collection

DELACROIX
Eugène

ROMANTICISM

FRAGONARD
Jean-Honoré

Exhibiting a
Painting card

ROCOCO

VELAZQUEZ
Diego

BAROQUE

Grand Gallery

The coloured slots in your museum are your Grand Gallery.
These do not impose any special rules for placing cards there
but if all the slots of your grand gallery are filled with cards
from the same Domain or Period, you gain bonus points (see
End of Game).

Christ on the Cross

1845
Oil on wood, 37 x 25 cm gen,
Museum Boijmans Van Beunin
Rotterdam

Denis Diderot (Fanciful Figure)
1769
Oil on canvas, 82 x 65 cm
Musée du Louvre, Paris

Las Meninas
1656-57
Oil on canvas
Museo del Prado, Madrid

When exhibiting a Painting card, you may place it anywhere
in your Museum. During the game you may move your cards
around as you wish. This may be done up until final scoring
begins (see End of Game).

Discard pile
Once the Painting card has been discarded you may then
exhibit the Painting card of your choice from your Hand into
your Museum.

Cards with the same Domain (Icon) or Period (colour)
can form a Collection. In order for the collection to be valid
however, each of those cards must be adjacent to another
one in the collection. This Collection does not have to be in
a straight line : it can be in any shape you wish as long as the
cards are connected in some way.

Placing cards & forming collections
Your Museum board is composed of a 5 by 5 grid of 25 “slots”
into which you will be placing your Painting cards. Each slot
accommodates the header of a Painting card, meaning cards
will overlap as shown below. Each of these slots is connected
to those that are immediately adjacent to it. Slots are not
connected diagonally.

A card can be part of both a Domain and Period Collection
if they intersect correctly in correctly in your Museum.
You may only score one Collection for each Domain or
Period at the end of the game.
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Example: Daniel has the cards in his Museum organised as
such:

You may also exhibit Painting cards from another player’s
Discard pile. To do so, simply discard a Painting card from
your Hand into the other player’s Discard. You lose 1 Prestige
point, and the targeted player gains 1 Prestige point. You may
then take the card of your choice from that player’s Discard
pile and place it immediately into your Museum (not into
your Hand).

RUBENS
Peter Paul

You cannot exhibit cards directly from your own Discard
pile! To retrieve discarded Painting cards, you will have to
Perform an Inventory.

BAROQUE

TOULOUSELAUTREC

VAN GOGH

MANET

GAUGUIN

IMPRESSIONISM

IMPRESSIONISM

IMPRESSIONISM

IMPRESSIONISM

Henry de

Vincent

Edouard

Paul

RENOIR

Pierre Auguste
IMPRESSIONISM

VELAZQUEZ
Diego

BAROQUE

CANALETTO
Giovanni Antonio
ROCOCO

The Village Fête
(Flemish Kermis)

You may exhibit as many Painting cards during a turn as
you can pay for.

1635-38
Oil on wood, 149 x 261 cm
Musée du Louvre, Paris

The Actor Henry Samary
of the Comédie-Française

Self-Portrait
with Bandaged Ear

1889
Oil on cardboard, 75 x 52 cm
Musée d’Orsay, Paris

1889
Oil on canvas, 60 x 49 cm
Courtauld Gallery, London

Clemenceau at the Tribune
1879-80
Oil on canvas, 116 x 94 cm
Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth

Pastime
(Joyeusetés, Arearea)
1892
Oil on canvas, 75 x 94 cm
Musée d’Orsay, Paris

Pont Neuf in Paris
1872
Oil on canvas, 74 x 93 cm
National Gallery of Art, Washington

View of Zaragoza
1647
Oil on canvas, 181 x 331 cm
Museo del Prado, Madrid

You may exhibit cards from your Hand and other players’
Discards during the same turn.

Piazza San Marco
1730
Oil on canvas, 68,6 x 112,4 cm
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

The Active Trend Card

All the cards in his Impressionist Collection are all adjacent
to at least one other card in that Collection and can be scored.
However, his four Landscape cards
are not adjacent to one
another and so are not a valid Collection.
Daniel moves his cards around so that they are now laid out
as shown:

RUBENS
Peter Paul
BAROQUE

TOULOUSELAUTREC
Henry de

IMPRESSIONISM

Vincent

Pierre Auguste

RENOIR

GAUGUIN

MANET

IMPRESSIONISM

IMPRESSIONISM

IMPRESSIONISM

IMPRESSIONISM

VAN GOGH

Paul

Edouard

VELAZQUEZ
Diego

BAROQUE

CANALETTO
Giovanni Antonio
ROCOCO

Each time you exhibit a Painting card, consult the active
Public Trend card (the face up card next to the Trend Deck).
If you have just exhibited a Painting card with the Domain,
Period or Artist shown on the Trend card, you gain the
number of Prestige points shown. If the Painting card
corresponds to more than one of the Trend card’s criteria,
you gain the highest of those values in points.

The Village Fête
(Flemish Kermis)
1635-38
Oil on wood, 149 x 261 cm
Musée du Louvre, Paris

The Actor Henry Samary
of the Comédie-Française

Self-Portrait
with Bandaged Ear

1889
Oil on cardboard, 75 x 52 cm
Musée d’Orsay, Paris

1889
Oil on canvas, 60 x 49 cm
Courtauld Gallery, London

Pont Neuf in Paris
1872
Oil on canvas, 74 x 93 cm
National Gallery of Art, Washington

Pastime
(Joyeusetés, Arearea)

Clemenceau at the Tribune

1892
Oil on canvas, 75 x 94 cm
Musée d’Orsay, Paris

1879-80
Oil on canvas, 116 x 94 cm
Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth

View of Zaragoza
1647
Oil on canvas, 181 x 331 cm
Museo del Prado, Madrid

Piazza San Marco
1730
Oil on canvas, 68,6 x 112,4 cm
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

His Impressionist Collection is still valid and now all four
of his landscape cards are connected, making them a valid
Collection. Additionally the central card, which is both
Impressionist and Landscape is part of both Collections,
maximising its value.

A new Trend card is drawn at the beginning of the second
round (on the First player’s second turn) and at the beginning
of each new round thereafter. These new cards are placed on
top of their predecessors and replace their effects completely.
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Prestige points

Take one of the available Exhibition tokens
corresponding to the Collection you just scored
and place it into one of the reward spaces on your
Museum Board. The effects of these rewards can
be immediate one-shots, permanent bonuses or
end-of-game boosts, as described on the Museum
boards. Each reward may only be claimed once.

Prestige points are victory points in Museum: Pictura,
but they are also a form of currency. When a player gains
Prestige points, they move clockwise around the track shown on
the outside of the Central board. When a player loses Prestige
points they move anti-clockwise back around the same track.

If the chosen token shows a 3 point icon, you gain 3 bonus
Prestige points.
• If there are no tokens left for a Domain or Period then
you may not perform a Temporary Exhibition for that
Domain/Period.
• Each player may only perform one Temporary Exhibition
for each Domain/Period.
•
Players may perform a maximum of 5 Temporary
Exhibitions each.
• You may never choose or be forced to drop below 0 Prestige
Points. If you choose an action that would result in a
Prestige score of less than 0, you may not perform that
action. If you are forced to lose Prestige points by a certain
effect, then the effect may not drop your Prestige score
below 0.

PERFORMING AN INVENTORY

An Inventory allows you to take Painting cards from your
Discard back into your Hand. During this action, you may
not have more than 8 cards in hand.

• If you go beyond 99 points, flip your score token to the
100 side and then continue to move around the track,
adding 100 to the value indicated on each space.

• You may not take cards from other players’ Discards.
• You may not exchange cards in your hand with those from
your Discard.

OPENING A TEMPORARY EXHIBITION

Discard
pile

When you Open a Temporary Exhibition, you choose one
of your Collections and score it immediately, referring to the
score chart in this rulebook or on your Gaming Aid.

DELACROIX
Eugène

ROMANTICISM

FRAGONARD
Jean-Honoré
ROCOCO

VELAZQUEZ
Diego

BAROQUE

Christ on the Cross

Hand

COLLECTION VALUE
18 19 20
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
35 40 45 51 57 63
30
26
22
18
15
12
1 3 5 7 9

1769
Oil on canvas, 82 x 65 cm
Musée du Louvre, Paris

Las Meninas
1656-57
Oil on canvas
Museo del Prado, Madrid

Finally, if you so wish, you may discard all of the face up
Patron cards from the Patron board and replace them with
5 new cards.

STYLE
COLLECTIONS BASED ON A

# CARDS
VICTORY
POINTS

Denis Diderot (Fanciful Figure)

You may then draw one Favour card.

PERIOD
COLLECTIONS BASED ON A

# CARDS
VICTORY
POINTS

1845
Oil on wood, 37 x 25 cm
Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen,
Rotterdam

18 19 20
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
61 68 76
54
48
42
22 26 31 36
1 4 6 8 11 14 18
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ST O R A G E
M A N A G EM EN

H EU F T E N

If you play your cards right, your
x2 x2
Collections may attract the attention
of an influential Patron! Once during
Draw 1 Pain
ting card
from e of
the
Internatioon
your turn, you may claim one of the
nal Museu
ms

available Patron cards. To do so, you
must meet their requirements : you
must have Painting cards of the types
shown exhibited in your Museum.
These cards do not have to be part of the same Collection. For
more information on these requirements, see the Appendix.

Play a Favour card
Favour cards are special cards
that can be used during your turn
to gain bonuses and additional
effects. Once per turn, you may
use the ability of one of the
Favour cards in your Hand.
When playing a Favour card,
apply the effect described on
the card and then discard it.
For more information on these
effects, see the Appendix.

GODELIEVE

Acquire a Patron

FREE ACTIONS

T

You may ta
3 Painting cake up to
rd
your Discard s from
back
into your Han
d.
OR
Draw 2 card
s
the Art Mar from
ket.

When claiming a Patron card, take the card and place it next
to your Museum board. You may then claim either the bonus
points or the effect described on the card.

Discarded Favour cards are placed face-up on the Central
board, next to the Favour card deck.

A Patron card may be taken at any point during the Action
phase, unless an effect specifies otherwise.

Favour cards may be played at any point during the Action
phase unless specified otherwise.

You may acquire as many Patrons as you wish during a
game, but only once per turn.

If the Favour card deck ever runs out, shuffle the Favour
discard pile and place the new deck face down on the Central
board.

A new card is drawn from the Patron deck to replace the
one that was taken.

Obtaining new Favour cards

HEINER

SONNENFELD

x2 x2
Draw 1 Pain
ting card
from one of
the
Internationa
l Museums


Moved forward
10 spaces

KAMILA

BALCERZAK

x2 x2
Draw 1 Painting card
from one of the
International Museum
s


Each time your score token reaches your Favour token on
the score track, you may draw a new Favour card from the
deck. Your Favour token is then immediately moved forward
10 spaces (from 10 to 20 to 30, etc) up to a maximum of
50. When a player reaches 50 points, they may draw a
new Favour card and then remove their Favour token from
the board.

END OF TURN
Once the active player has finished all the actions they wish
to perform, their turn ends, and play passes on to the next
player.
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TREND CARDS

END OF THE GAME

Players reveal the Trend card they chose
at the beginning of the game. For each
Painting card in their Museum with the
Domain, Period and/or Artist shown on
their Trend card, they gain the number
of Prestige points shown.

A game of Museum: Pictura
continues with players taking
their turns in succession until
someone reaches 50 Prestige
points. This sets off the end of
the game.

Contrary to the rest of the game, If a Painting card
corresponds to more than one of the Trend card’s criteria,
you gain all of those points and not just the highest value.

The first player to reach 50
Prestige points or more takes the
end game token and immediately
scores 5 bonus Prestige points.
That player then finishes their
turn as normal.

TEMPORARY EXHIBITION BONUS

Players score points based on how many Temporary
Exhibitions they performed during the game:
5PP: 2 Exhibitions
15 PP : 3 Exhibitions
30PP : 4 Exhibitions
60PP : 5 Exhibitions

Each other player then gets to play one more turn, applying
the rules as normal (drawing a new Trend card at the beginning
of the first player’s turn, etc). Then the game ends and players
move on to final scoring.

GRAND GALLERY

Before proceeding, players have one final chance to
reorganise their Museums in order to build and/or optimise
their collections.
Then, each player adds the following points to their score on
the Prestige Track.
COLLECTIONS

Players score bonus points if they fill up all their Grand
Gallery slots (the coloured part of their Museum) with cards
from the same Collection.

Players score each of the Collections in their Museum as
per the score grid shown here or on their Gaming Aids.

FULL MUSEUM

COLLECTIONS BASED ON A PERIOD
# CARDS
VICTORY
POINTS

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 3 5 7 9 12 15 18 22 26 30 35 40 45 51 57 63

COLLECTIONS BASED ON A STYLE
# CARDS
VICTORY
POINTS

Players score Bonus points if they fill every slot in their
Museum.

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 4 6 8 11 14 18 22 26 31 36 42 48 54 61 68 76
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Players lose points equal to the number of cards in their
discard pile:

EXHIBITION REWARDS

If a player chose any rewards that are applied at the end of
the game, they are scored now.

1-2 = -1PP
3 = -2 PP
4 = -3 PP
5 = -5 PP
6 = -7 PP
7 = -10 PP

DISCARD
TIEPOLO

Giovanni Battista
ROCOCO

TURNER

-3 PP for each card after 7.

Joseph Mallord William
ROMANTICISM

FRAGONARD
Jean-Honoré
ROCOCO

Allegory of the Planets
and Continents

1752
cm
Oil on canvas, 185,4 x 139,4
New York
Metropolitan Museum of Art,

The player with the most Prestige Points wins!

The ‘Fighting Temeraire’ tugged
to her Last Berth to be broken up
1838-39
Oil on canvas, 91 x 122 cm
National Gallery, London

In the case of a draw, the player with the most Painting
cards in their Museum wins. In the case of another draw, the
player with the most Patron cards wins.

Young Scholar
1775-78
Oil on canvas, 45 x 38 cm
Wallace Collection, London

Discard pile
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